A DYING NOTE
by Ann Parker
Relocating to former boomtown, San Francisco, Inez invests in a music store before being caught up in an investigation when the body of a young musician washes up in the Mission Creek canal.

WOLVES OF EDEN
by Kevin McCarthy
While a post-Civil War military lieutenant navigates violence in a search for a band of killers, two war-weary Irish immigrants are swept into a coalition of native tribes fighting American expansion.

THE BALLAD OF BLACK BART
by Loren D Estleman
Depicts the suspenseful Old West rivalry between a legendary Wells Fargo chief of detectives and a notorious stagecoach robber who between heists poses as an upper-class San Francisco gentleman.

DRAGON TEETH
by Michael Crichton
Two rival Wild West fossil hunting paleontologists sabotage each others' careers in a rivalry that would come to be known as the Bone Wars.

THE LAST COWBOYS OF SANGERONIMO
by Ian Stansel
A justice-fueled race across the wilds of Northern California reveals the hardscrabble youth of a preeminent horse trainer who has been murdered by his jealous brother.

Savage Country
by Robert Olmstead
Pushed to brink of bankruptcy and despair, Elizabeth Coughlin is intent on carrying out the ambitious bison hunt that her husband had planned for so long.
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WESTERING WOMEN : A NOVEL
by Sandra Dallas
Joining other mail-order brides on a dangerous wagon journey to the gold mines of 1852 Chicago, a seamstress discovers hidden strengths among a sisterhood of fellow women pioneers.

WEST : A NOVEL
by Carys Davies
Prompted by reports of giant animal bones found in Kentucky, a 19th century Pennsylvania mule breeder leaves failing farm and sets out into the harsh and strange Western landscape.

WHISKEY WHEN WE'RE DRY
by John Larison
Facing starvation when she is orphaned on her family's 1885 homestead, a young sharpshooter disguises herself as a boy to journey across the mountains in search of her outlaw brother.

LAND OF WOLVES
by Craig Johnson
Investigating the suspicious suicide of a Wyoming shepherd, sheriff Walt Longmire uncovers disturbing connections to a violent family before the case is further complicated by the appearance of a giant wolf.
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Glorious
by Jeff Guinn
Rising to a life of wealth after a hard youth in 19th-century Arizona Territory, Cash McLendon tries to win back the heart of a woman from his past only to be targeted by his former father-in-law.

American Meteor
by Norman Lock
A scrappy Brooklyn orphan-turned-assassin comes of age, befriends Walt Whitman, apprentices under William Henry Jackson and stalks General George Custer as railroad construction advances the nation’s Manifest Destiny goals.

The Legend of Caleb York
by Mickey Spillane
When a corrupt sheriff tries to take George Cullen’s daughter as his bride and force him to sell his ranch, Cullen refuses to go down without a fight and hires the West’s toughest gunslinger.

The Kid
by Ron Hansen
Breathes life into the story of Billy the Kid, from his childhood working as a ranch with a penchant for money, horses and trouble.

Longshot in Missouri
by Keith R. Baker
Sniper Rob Finn, wounded and grieving, signs on to a dangerous undercover mission and delves deep into the Union’s spy corps, but begins to question the motivations of his superiors.

The Revenant
by Michael Punke
A story of survival chronicles the exploits of fur trapper Hugh Glass, who after surviving a grizzly bear attack, undertakes an arduous trek to seek revenge against the trappers who left him for dead.

Paradise Sky
by Joe R. Lansdale
On the run after an infamous landowner murders his father, Willie turns Buffalo Soldier and befriends Wild Bill Hickok.

The Winter Family
by Clifford Jackman
Traces decades in the lives of a post-Civil War Oklahoma family that includes a psychotic killer, an impassive ex-slave, and a dangerous child prodigy.

Butch Cassidy: The Last Years
by William W. Johnstone
A “what if?” story that features Butch Cassidy surviving the infamous Bolivian shootout in 1908 and following Butch as he flees South America and is pulled into the most dangerous train robbery he’s ever attempted.